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1. ABSTRACT
Never before in the history of humanity has so much content been created. 

According to Eric Schmidt, Google CEO, every two days now we create as 

much information as we did from the dawn of civilization up until  2003. Most 

of this information will either live entirely or partially on the digital realm, ac-

cording to, in the next 8 years, more than one-third of all digital information 

created annually will either live in or pass through the cloud.

A series of problems emerge when a persons needs to deal with all  of this 

data like, photos, songs, videos, blog posts, emails, their virtual possessions. 

They are not limited by space and are difficult to curate; It is difficult to create 

the sense of value on virtual things; They lack uniqueness; and last, but not 

least; the main tools used to manage this data are still based on metaphors 

made popular by Microsoft MS-DOS in the 80’s: Files and Directories.

In my degree project, I have explored possible alternatives for maintaining and 

bequeathing  virtual possessions. The project was conducted in 24 weeks (51-

22) using a Goal-Directed Design (GDD) process with strong focus on Design 

Ethnography, Prototyping and an extra bit of Philosophy.

2. INTRODUCTION
Never before in the history of humanity has so much content been created. 

According to Eric Schmidt, Google CEO, every two days now we create as 

much information as we did from the dawn of civilization up until 2003. Most 

of this information will either live entirely or partially on the digital realm, ac-

cording to Schmidt, in the next 8 years, more than one-third of all digital infor-

mation created annually will either live in or pass through the cloud.

A series of problems emerge when a persons needs to deal with all of this data 

like, photos, songs, videos, blog posts, emails, their virtual possessions. They 

are not limited by space and are difficult to curate; It is difficult to create the 

sense of value on virtual things; They lack uniqueness; and last, but not least; 

the main tools used to manage this data are still based on metaphors made 

popular by Microsoft MS-DOS in the 80’s: Files and Directories.

With authoring tools and publishing platforms becoming more accessible 

each day, we take a step closer to the era of democratization of content: There 

was never before in the history of humanity so much content being created: 

music, photography, video, blog posts, instant messages, tweets, emails, sms, 

etc.; “Anybody who has fifteen hundred dollars can make a movie.” (Dworsky 

& Köhler)

In numbers, every two days now we create as much information as we did 

from the dawn of civilization up until 2003, that’s something like five exabytes 

of data. The biggest part of this content is in digital format, either being cre-

ated entirely on the computer or created with analogue tools and then moved 

into the digital realm with the help of specialized tools like 2D and 3D scan-

ners.  “In the end... Everything has to be digital.” (Author user studies)
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When dealing with a set of digital content and/or information owned by a 

person, which I will reference from now on as ‘virtual possessions’ we face the 

following problems:

On the contrary to their physical counterpart, they are not limited by physical 

space, there is no need for curation and digital hoarding is considered some-

thing completely normal: “I never delete anything.” (Author user studies)

When they are not meaningless, the value of virtual possessions is difficult to 

determine and express. If a parent reads a book for his young child, there is a 

big chance they will keep that book and cherish it even after their child move 

into adulthood. During a talk at UID, John Zimmerman asked the following 

question to the audience “If parents read to their children on a kindle, if we  

visit them 30 years later, will they still have the kindle? Will they cherish it?” 

According to the guest speaker himself, this is a very unlikely scenario.

Virtual possessions lack uniqueness. It is extremely difficult to ensure and 

transfer ownership of digital content. While one could easily pack a couple of 

letters and photos in a box and pass it to someone upon his death, there is no 

easy way to do so with emails, posts in Facebook or just a collection of songs 

in iTunes.

If the above holds true, I cannot stop but wondering what happen with a per-

son’s digital possessions after his death. With things becoming more digital 

and less physical, how are we going to bequeath and cherish the belonging left 

by our ancestors?

The project was conducted using a Goal-Directed Design (GDD) process with 

strong focus on Design Ethnography and Prototyping. Goal-Directed Design is 

a user-centered process developed by the Allan Cooper based on identifying 

the goals and behaviours of users and directly translating them into the design. 

According to Goodwin, this process can be roughly divided into 6 phases:

1. Planning

2. Research

3. Modeling and requirements definition

4. Framework definition

5. Detailed design

6. Implementation

Focusing on Design Ethnography means that during the research phase, I 

made use of design ethnography methods, mainly in-depth interviews and 

grounded theory, to understand how people interact with their virtual pos-

sessions. As for prototyping, I have introduced them as early as possible, just 

after my research phase, using both low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes 

not only to evaluate my ideas but as a tool to sketch the ideas themselves.

In my degree project, I have explored possible alternatives for creating and 

maintaining virtual possessions. The first half of this project(mainly Design 

Ethnography) was conducted in Collaboration NewBay Software, a subsidiary 

of Research in Motion Ltd.
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“2 years ago my dad was diagnosed with brain cancer. He passed 
away 3 months ago. Like all people we love, he’ll always live in 
my heart. But more important, he also lives on my hard drive.”

(Author user studies)
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3. RESEARCH
3.1. Macro scope
3.1.1. Handling digital possessions
The the first part of my research, I started by trying to understanding how peo-

ple deal with their digital possession on a daily basis. This part of the project 

was conducted in partnership with my previous employer NewBay Software, 

a subsidiary of Research in Motion Ltd. As on the current date, I am not a em-

ployee of RIM anymore, I will not be able to disclose details on this process, 

even though I’m still allowed to use my personal insights acquired during the 

process.

On this phase of the project I had the opportunity to conduct fifteen in-depth 

interviews with people from different backgrounds. In-depth interviewing is 

a qualitative research technique that involves conducting intensive individual 

interviews with a small number of respondents to explore their perspectives 

on a particular idea, program, or situation. I have opted to conduct the inter-

views in an unstructured fashion, that means I only needed a checklist of top-

ics to be covered during the interviews. There was no order or script,  the inter-

action between the participants and me was more like a conversation than an 

actual interview. Unstructured interviews are most often used in ethnography 

and case studies, they are best used when researchers want to find as much 

information as possible about their topic.

The interview topics were all focused on understanding how people create 

and consume digital data: What devices do they use; If they share this data 

and how; How people backup their digital possessions  etc. When I say digital 

data, I believe it is important that my personal interest lies on data with traces 

of human interference, that means, data created or modified by a human be-

ing.

“I know there’s ways to upload to Vimeo and all that shenanigans but I just 

don’t have the heads pace to do that. I think I need to defrag my brain.” (Au-

thor user studies)

3.2. Micro scope
When I started my project I had the idea of doing something in the area of 

digital possessions. That is a pretty big area which I had slowly funnelled after 

my macro scope interviews. The following interviews were conducted after I 

have decided the focus of my project, bequeathing digital possessions.

3.2.1. Interview with Susie
Interviewing people on the topic of bequeathing, has proven to be something 

quite difficult. What I’ve concluded after three frustrated recruitment tenta-

tives is that people in general do not want to face the fact that they will fade 

away. They will either avoid thinking about death when it is not imminent, or 

become too stressed to talk about the subject when they are going through 

the process of dying.

So after my fist failed attempts, I decided to adopt another approach: try to 

speak with people that had a really close relative passing away recently and 

see if I could understand what happened with their digital possessions once 

they were gone. That is how I met Susie.

Susie is a 37 year old mom of two kids aged 14 and 12, her husband Cian has 

passed away of a cancer 4 years ago by the age of 41. Susie has spoke to me 

about the how Cian face his last days and what did he left for his sons:
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“He never thought he would die, he kept fighting until the end.” According to 

Susie, only when all hope was gone, Cian started to ask her to take something 

for herself and to his kids as a symbol of his legacy. “There was no time… 

he said take this here [...] He left a cross necklace for my older son, he used 

that for many year. I know it is special.” Susie also told me that Cian left a T-

shirt that the got from Father’s Day. It was a white T-shirt with the picture of 

Cian and his two sons. “We went there and made the message… ‘Behind every 

great son there is a great father.’ [...] My kids come to me and ask if they can 

use the T-shirt… It is away for them to remember their father.”

“They also keep some shorts from their father, even though they do not fit 

anymore. [...] They will usually give old clothes aways, but not these… They 

are there folded, really well kept.”

When I asked Susie if Cian had a Facebook account or any other kind of in-

ternet service, she told me her husband was not really into that. However, her 

kids keep asking her to scan some photos, “They want to make an album on 

Face [Facebook].” Susie told me these pictures were taken during different pe-

riods of her marriage, lots of them were taken before the kids were even born. 

She told me that she went through a very difficult period after her husband 

death, that her psychologist asked her to get rid of everything. “I could not 

trow it away [...] I kept them insides boxes in my wardrobe.”

When I asked Susie how she felt about the idea of creating an album on Fa-

cebook, she said she understood that her kids wanted theirs friends to meet 

theirs father. Although, that would never replace the physical things, like the 

necklace or clothes. It was like when her own momma passed away, “I noticed 

she was bad when she started to ask me to take away this or that.” She told 

me that her mother left her three photos, that she tried to scan them and share 

with her sister on Orkut: “My sister also wanted these pictures really badly [...] 

It is different [Orkut], there is no feeling, it is not something you can hug.”

3.2.2. Interview with Claire
Claire is a open minded lady in her mid-eighties. She has lost both her hus-

band and youngest son to cancer and had herself faced the possibility of dying 

a few times. Claire is a firmly believer in the Spiritism, a doctrine funded upon 

the survival of the spirit after death(Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia). During 

30 minutes Claire told me about the experience of losing loved ones and also 

how she faces the possibility of her own death.

“It is a really big change, I lived together with my husband for more than 50 

years… I really miss him… every day. I still haven’t gotten used.”

When I asked Claire if her husband left her any memories, like photos, letters, 

etc., She was quick to dismiss the value of inherited patrimony, in her case, an 

apartment:  “Everything he left me, does not worth anything.” She followed on 

describing how she felt about photos and small objects left by her husband:

“They are memories we cling to… but they are not real. The only real connec-

tion you have are your children and grandchildren, the seeds you’ve planted 

together.”

Claire does not expend a lot of time in the internet, she has her own laptop but 

describe herself as someone still struggling with basic concepts like sending 

an e-mail, although she does get a lot of them from her sons and daughters. 

When I asked her how she felt about e-mail and other digital possessions, 

Claire answered that independently of how much computers advance, she be-

lieves they will never be able to  stand on par with physical objects and face to 

face interaction.

“Before dying, my youngest son wrote me a poem and had that framed. He 

asked my grandson to deliver it to me… He died in the following day. It is really 

beautiful, I can feel him close to me when I read it [...] When you make some-
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thing with your own hands you put your feelings into that.”

Claire also compared some photos she has of her granddaughter with their 

digital counterparts. In her opinion, things on a computer screen tends to dis-

appear and loose meaning. She rather having ‘that photo’ and be able to pick 

it, touch it and look at it whenever she feels like.

3.2.3. Interview with Susan
On my last interview I had the opportunity to speak with Susan and hear a 

little bit about how she is preparing to bequeath her memories to her heirs. 

Susan describes herself as a very active person for someone on the mid-fifties. 

Beside working as full-time dentist, Susan is also a entrepreneur. She is a very 

health person who expects to be around for quite some time. During 30 min-

utes I tried to understand what lead her to bequeath her memories:

“I started writing when I was nine… things that I wanted to say but I couldn’t. 

Unfortunately I lost many things among the way… I never thought about giv-

ing it to anyone.”

After browsing one of Susan’s diaries, I asked her if she would also use the 

computer to write down her thoughts. Susan replied that she believes that 

the digital cannot fully translate the human aspects involved intro the artistic 

creation process. “I don’t anyone that writes his thoughts on a computer, I 

mean, they can keep a logbook... But that is different… I don’t know… that is 

just my point of view. It is different… a different pleasure.”

Perceiving the personal nature of Susan’s writings, I asked her if she would do 

any kind of content curation. Susan told me that besides her writings, she is 

planning to leave a chest full of photos to her kids. She curates them by tearing 

apart the bad pictures: “Nobody wants to leave bad things […] I would also 

avoid leaving something bulky. When my mom died, she left me a sewing ma-

chine… I carried that for many year with me. It was a really heavy machine… 

completely cast in iron. For more than 20 years I avoided buying a better and 

lighter machine because I thought that I had to stick with the machine my 

mom had left me. You can’t leave something that will become a burden to 

your heirs.”

I was curious to know what would make a photo or a poem bad. According 

to Susan, it was not about poorly composition, it was about meaning. She il-

lustrated that she would keep a blurred picture of party if it were capable of 

surfacing important memories. However, she would gladly trow away a per-

fect picture of a landscape that she could not identify where it was taken. 

Susan also told me that when writing, she tries to stick with good an joyful 

topics. “When we are writing something for our heir, we filter a lot of things… 

like good things from bad things. […] I don’t want people wondering, I mean, I 

would like to be remembered as a good person.”

I asked Susan how she felt her heirs would perceive her photo collection, if she 

believed it would be able to surface the same memory on them. After all, that 

was key factor to distinguish between a good and a bad picture. Susan told me 

that this was something she has been reflecting about:

“I am not sure if these things [photos and writings] will hold any value, if they 

will mean anything to my kids… I have been thinking on making an album with 

a photo on each page and some text under it. Or maybe, just write something 

on the back of the photos… we used to do that on my time.”

I ended up the interview by challenging Susan to think if her plans would 

change if she suddenly knew she were to die in the in the next few weeks. 

After pausing for a moment she replied, “Well… I would not die and leave my 

debts to anyone… I would like to make sure everything is paid… all the papers 

and documents well kept for my kids.”
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3.2.4. Digital hoarding
Since I started this project, I have been putting a lot of value in the idea of 

avoid digital hoarding though curation of digital possessions. While digging for 

cross-references on my collection, I came across a really interesting commen-

tary posted on a online article. It definitely pushed me into looking at digital 

hoarding through another lenses:

“This is a terrible idea. My wife and son died unexpectedly a few years ago. Oc-

casionally I find accidental videos of my wife (strangers confused the buttons 

on my camera). At the time they were mistakes, now I find them extremely 

valuable. Transcripts of old chats, even old school work have new meaning 

now. Things I would have thought of as junk, now are prized. Yes clean out 

your junk, and over time some things will be less sentimental. But it is because 

storage is cheap, you should keep as much as you can. You never know when 

those old things may be extremely valuable.” (Digital Trends)

3.3. Philosophizing
This section mainly focus on my metaphysical studies about death, that is, 

among other things, what takes for me as a person to cease existing. There is 

also some brief literature review on how our memories are triggered.

3.3.1. About death
During my project I have taken the time to join the Open Yale Course on 

Death. It was a introductory course composed of 23 lectures on the topic of 

death. The class was Taught by Professor Shelly Kagan, Ph.D. and author of 

the textbook Normative Ethics. Being a introductory course, means no prior 

knowledge is of philosophy in necessary in order to watch the classes.

During the three first classes, Shelly (as he like to be called), raised a few ques-

tions that I firmly believe I needed to reflect about, as they are closed related 

to the topic of my work:

1. Are the Mind and Body separate entities?

2. If so, could my Mind survive the death of Body?

3. Supposing it could, for how long? Could it live forever, is the Mind im-

mortal?

During his course, Shelly also briefly spoke about the ‘five stages of grief’ as 

something that would left out of the content of the course.  The ‘fives stage 

of grief’ compose a hypothesis introduced by Elisabeth Kübler-Ross asserting 

that when a person is faced with the reality of impending death he/she will 

experience a series of emotional stages:

4. Denial:  ”I feel fine.”

5. Anger: ”Why me? It’s not fair!”

6. Bargaining: ”I will give my life savings if…”

7. Depression: ”I’m going to die soon so what’s the point?”

8. Acceptance: ”I can’t fight it, I may as well prepare for it.”

3.3.2. The Cartesian argument
“On the one hand I have a clear and distinct idea of myself, in so far as I am 

simply a thinking, non-extended thing [that is, a mind], and on the other hand 

I have a distinct idea of body, in so far as this is simply an extended, non-

thinking thing. And accordingly, it is certain that I am really distinct from my 

body, and can exist without it.” (Skirry)

3.3.3. Fahrenheit 451
During a passage in the third part of Fahrenheit 451, a dystopian novel writ-
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ten by  Ray Bradbury, Montag, the main character in the book, reflects about 

his wife and the fact that he would not miss her if she died and that in fact, he 

can barely remember her. This leads him to conclude that something must be 

wrong with him.

Granger, a scholar-outcast, tries to comfort Montag by telling him the tale of 

his own grandfather. Granger believes that people are remembered by how 

they touched the world, that is, their legacy:

“Everyone must leave something behind when he dies, my grandfather said. A 

child or a book or a painting or a house or a wall built or a pair of shoes made. 

Or a garden planted. Something your hand touched some way so your soul 

has somewhere to go when you die, and when people look at that tree or that 

flower you planted, you’re there.

It doesn’t matter what you do, he said, so long as you change something from 

the way it was before you touched it into something that’s like you after you 

take your hands away. The difference between the man who just cuts lawns 

and a real gardener is in the touching, he said. The lawn-cutter might just as 

well not have been there at all; the gardener will be there a lifetime.”

3.3.4. The meaning of legacy
Noun ( pl. legacies )

A gift by will especially of money or other personal property; a bequest.

Something transmitted by or received from an ancestor or predecessor or 

from the past.

Adjective

Denoting software or hardware that has been superseded but is difficult to 

replace because of its wide use.

Origin

Middle English legacie office of a legate, bequest, from Anglo-French or Me-

dieval Latin; Anglo-French, office of a legate, from Medieval Latin legatia, from 

Latin legatus.

First Known Use: 15th century.

3.3.5. Vessels of memories
In a article for the The Philosophers’ Magazine, Philosopher and Author Mi-

chael LaBossiere discuss the differences between photographies and their 

digital counterparts. “At first sight, digital images may look as a better choice, 

not only they can be backed up against loss and printed as needed, they could 

also be color corrected and otherwise improved.” LaBossiere, however, argues 

that in a deeper look, “it can be argued that a photograph can become an arti-

fact of memory, history or nostalgia.” According to the author, the item maybe 

imbued in a way that the physical aspect becomes a important part of what it 

is. He exemplifies his ideas comparing a historical document against a digital 

copy of the same.

In the same lines, Philosopher and Neuroscientist Greg Nirshberg analyses 

his own difficult to get rid of something once it enters his possession. Accord-

ing to Nirshberg, “material possessions interact causally with our conscious 

states, themselves causing us to have certain experiences, and allowing for 

interactions not possible without them.” According to the author, physical ob-

jects are a way to externalize our memories, not as in taking the memory out 

of ours heads, but rather a cue to remember specifics instants of our lives. The 

author exemplifies:

“So while I might never watch the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles movie on 

VHS ever again (or really, ever again in general), owning that VHS tape allows 
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me to, every once in a while, pick it up, and be helped (or forced, depending on 

your perspective) to remember something I might not have been able to think 

about otherwise. I can remember the movie itself, I can remember the time in 

my life when I really enjoyed the movie and would watch it all the time.”

3.3.6. Personal Identity
The problem of personal identity in philosophy are not one but many. For the 

context of this project, I believe the question of Persistency worths be taken 

very seriously, it deals with the following:

What does it take for the person writing this text right now be the same per-

son that I was on the beginning of this project? What sort of things could bring 

my existence to an end? What makes me ‘that one’ in an old family photo, 

rather than one of the others?

This is the question of persistency, and it is literally a question of life and death, 

as the correct answer to it determines which types of changes a person can 

undergo without ceasing to exist. (Encyclopedia of Philosophy ) This question 

troubled John Locke, the English philosopher not the Lost character, for may 

years. He could not accept the fact that if the soul was the key to personal 

identity, being the soul invisible and immaterial, it would mean that when we 

wake up, no one but god, could be sure if we are the same persons that laid on 

ours beds in the night before.

Other questions related to the topic of Personal Identity that I believe are rel-

evant to this project are:

Who I am:  What makes what I am, or in other words, what makes me unique 

as an individual and different from others?

Personhood: What is a person, how we can differentiate a person from a non-

person? What would take a computer to be a person?

3.3.7. The acknowledgement of death
During his 15th lecture, Professor and Philosopher Shelly Kagan, raised a re-

ally interesting question: Do we really believe we are going to die? The answer 

to this question is really important to my project, after all, how it is possible 

for me to prepare my digital possessions to passed upon my death if I don’t 

believe in death at all?

It may see quite obvious at first sight that we do believe in death. Everyone 

dies, and probably, most people have already gone through the process of 

loosing a loved one. According the Shelly, it is not that simple. Here are two 

arguments that try to prove the complete opposite, that is, we do not believe 

in death:

1. We cant believe in something we can’t imagine: Close your eyes for 20 

seconds and try to imagine yourself dead. I suppose you probably were able 

to picture the moment of your death, and even you body laying on a bed or in 

a coffin. Even tough you probably managed to get that far, according to Argu-

ment 1, you could not imagine yourself dead. I mean, you were still there as 

an observer  probably looking to the world around you through some kind of 

isometric view. In Freud words, “One’s own death is beyond imagining, and 

whenever we try to imagine it we can see that we really survive as specta-

tors. Thus, the dictum could be dared in the psychoanalytic school: at bottom, 

nobody believes in his own death. Or, and this is the same: in his unconscious, 

every one of us is convinced of his immortality.”

2. Do as I say, not as I do: Many of us had a friend of family member who was 

really close to die but was lucky enough to survive. This is also a recurring 

theme in books and movies. One thing that strikes true between reality and 

fiction is that people that survive a near-death experience will change during 

the process. It is common for those who survive to try to stay more time with 
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their family and doing things that really matter instead of wasting their time 

on the rat race. Supposing this premise holds true (most people will agree it 

does), why is that people who haven’t gone trough near-death experiences 

do not behave in the same way? I mean, spending time doing what matters 

instead of trying to win the rat race? According to Argument 2, if we really 

believed that we were going to die, we would not need to almost die in other 

to change our behaviours.

I am not really bought by Argument 1, however the second argument makes 

a lot of sense. I personally believe that most sane people do believe they are 

going to die. However, because coupling with our own mortality is something 

so difficult we will usually put it the idea aside really fast. I would compare this 

with how we are capable of ‘forgetting’ a constant noise of a heavy machine 

breaking the street outside in order to get a cognitive task done. The noise is 

there, you believe it is there, but in order to get your work done and avoid going 

crazy we ignore it.

Examining Ross’s hypothesis of the five stages of grief, In which someone, 

when faced with the reality of impending death will experience a series of 

emotional stages(Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression and finally, Accept-

ance), I am inclined to believe that without the gradual loss of our bodily abili-

ties, that is, the process of dying, we cannot really go further than the first 

emotional stage. A eternal cycle of reflecting upon our own deaths, just to 

conclude “not me, or at least not today”.

3.3.8. Animation of digital legacies
On the article entitled You’ll tweet when you’re dead was published on The 

Verge, the author describes a service that will allow you to keep tweeting even 

after your death. The idea runs around the concept of keeping your digital 

persona, in this case your Twitter account, active after your death. According 

to LivesOn, the service creator, this is how the product would work once it is 

ready:

1. Create your LivesOn twitter account;

2. LivesOn A.I. Analyses your main twitter feed to learn about your likes, 

tastes, syntax;

3. Tweets begin to populate your LivesOn feed. You may help it become a 

better you by giving feedback;

4. Nominate an executor to your LivesOn ’Will’. They can decide to keep 

your account ‘live’ after your death.

With that said, I would like to take a few lines to explain why I believe this is 

a bad idea, or at least a direction that I did not follow within my project. To 

makes things easier, lets put aside the technological, availability  and privacy 

issues related to the LivesOn project by supposing the following:

1. They will come up with some algorithm that could really tweet like you, 

instead of just another bot;

2. Twitter is going to be around for the next few years;

3. You legacy is going to be respected. That is, your digital persona won’t 

end up as just another advertisement platform.

Even if the above mentioned points hold true, I am still not convinced it would 

be enough. Try to imagine you had a son called Bruno. Bruno has spent the 

whole week building the highest tower he could using just wood blocks. He is 

planning to show his piece of engineering to his friends who are going to drop 

by the weekend. Now picture yourself arriving really late from work on Friday, 

the lights are off… picture yourself stumbling on your son’s tower and com-

pletely destroying it. These are the most probable ends to the story:
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You wait until the other day, when your son is wake up and over excited to 

show his tower to his friends who are going to arrive in a few hours. You tell 

him this is not going to happen because you arrived really tired and …[insert 

your own explanation here]. Chances are Bruno is going to be very sad.

You gather your remaining strengths and spend the whole night rebuilding 

Bruno’s tower so it looks exactly how it was before. Your sons wakes up, the 

tower is there. His friends arrive and get really impressed by the tower. Every-

body is happy. End of the story.

Supposing you picked alternative two, and your tower was not as close to the 

original as you thought, or maybe you just could not bare lying and told your 

son the truth after a few days. How do you think Bruno would react? I am in-

clined to believe he would not be happy at all.

Bringing this close to the original article, I don’t see this ending well in any-

way. Supposing we don’t know that John Doe has died, and we keep following 

and exchanging tweets with his digital persona, chances are you we going to 

get really mad once we discover we were chatting with a bot. In the opposite 

direction, I mean, assuming we know John Doe is dead and we are speaking 

with just a computer simulation, I really don’t see any long term interest being 

maintained.

With my thoughts made clear, I do think there is something that I could use in 

my own project. I believe the idea of accessing the memory of deceased one 

in the first-person(hearing him, hearing him, etc.) Instead of the third-person 

(reading about him) could be something really powerful. This has been illus-

trated many times in science fiction movies in the form of holographic black 

boxes, like for example a passage from the movie Prometheus when the scien-

tists are surprised by holographic memories of what has happened in the ship.

4. ANALYSIS
4.1. Macro scope interviews
The first batch of interviews were analysed following Goodwin’s method to 

create personas. Summarizing the process, I first went through each inter-

view and coding meaningful quotes. Once I finished that, I moved into map-

ping each interviewee behaviour into variables (range and multiple choices). 

Even though it was not the focus of the process, I have also mapped some 

demographic data that I believed it was strongly tied to a specific behaviour. 

The quotes gathered during the first step were used to illustrate each specific 

person behaviour and all the information was mounted into a wall size matrix 

(See Figure 1).

The next step consisted of finding chunks, that is look where group of two or 

more people would have similar behaviour. Normally, this process would be 

done by just moving further away from the board and trying to find  where 

post-its with different colors would match in the matrix. However, due to the 

amount of data, this task revealed itself to be of herculean proportions. To 

overcome that, I decided to create a small processing application that would 

read all the behaviours from a spreadsheet and point out were people would 

show similar behaviour and tip out were a possible persona could be found. 

The application was flexible enough to allow configuration of the minimum 

number of matches to define a potential persona and also the possibility if 

setting a deviation margin. That is, if person A had a behaviour mapped 30.0 

in a scale from 0.0 to 100.0, and person B had  the same behaviour mapped 

37.0, it would normally not be considered a match. Setting a deviation margin 

of 10% would allow person B to be matched  with other people with behaviour 

mapped with the same behaviour mapped between 20.0 and 40.0.
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After setting the program to define a potential persona by matching a mini-

mum of 7 out of 18 behaviours (Goodwin indicates approximately 1/3), I pro-

ceeded to manually verify the potential personas proposed by the program. 

I did that because the application only gave me the matches, while for me it 

was important to understand the reason why two different persons had simi-

lar attitudes to validate if a potential persona really existed there.

4.2. Micro scope interviews
I only realized three micro scope interviews which would made unworthy , 

and even biased, any attempt to find patterns through quantitative data. Due 

to this reason, I limited myself to use these interviews mainly as a source of 

insights to understand why we bequeath things and what people will usually 

leave to their heirs. 

4.3. Philosophizing
This part of my research, again, was really insight based. Philosophy is not a 

science, much less an exact science. It does not offer absolute answers, at the 

opposite, it will many times offer different arguments for the same problem 

and it up to the philosopher, through reasoning only, to come up with/accept 

the best possible explanation.  In fact, at least for me, it is impossible to read 

philosophy without stopping to analyse every single affirmation proposed by 

the authors.

5. CONCLUSIONS
5.1. On handling digital possessions
The following conclusions arise mainly from my macro scope interviews. I 

should emphasize however, that the final outcome of that process was a set 

of three personas which, due an agreement between myself and my previous 

partner, will remain out of this report.

Even tough as designers we are used to deal with the concept of computer 

storage on a daily basis, a significant parcel of the population does not fully 

understand what does a Megabyte means or how many songs they can put in 

a thumb drive.

With computer storage getting cheaper, ubiquitous and easily available in 

massive amounts, a new kind of behaviour is emerging: Digital hoarding, a 

behaviour characterized by the accumulation of  digital files beyond the point 

of usefulness.

The amount of data can easily become overwhelming and really difficult to 

manage. The fact that data is spread across multiple hard drives, online stor-

age providers (DropBox, SkyDrive, Google Drive, etc.), social networks (Twit-

ter, Facebook, etc) and even inside multiple e-mail boxes only make it worse, 

as these platforms do not share a common communication platform.

When sharing data, usually the person owning the file is responsible for de-

termining which platform to use. Many times this will force the recipient to 

subscribe to a new service in order to access the shared content.

People who store photos on tailored services, like Flickr, or social networks 

like Facebook, still print out pictures. They will usually pick the best ones and 



Figure 1 - Analysis of macro scope interviews.
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hang somewhere in their houses. Parents also tend to make yearly books of 

their kids.

People don’t trust online storage, they still prefer to have their data stored on 

hard drive and optical discs (CDs, DVDs, etc.). I have found this to be linked 

to three main issues, people are not sure how the storage service is going to 

be around and what would happen with their data when the service is shut 

down; In case of data loss, how the service is going to indemnify the owner 

of the files: for the company they are just Bytes, for people they are precious 

memories; and finally, people have no idea how and where their data is being 

physically stored (Only geeks were really concerned with this aspect).

People don’t trust Facebook. Besides the aspects mentioned in the previous 

point, Facebook has a problem with privacy, people believe that their personal 

data maybe used or sold without their content. 3 Persons made very clear dur-

ing the interview that they would rather pay for a premium service and be free 

from ads if they had the option to do so.

When transferring files between computers, USB still rules above them all. It is 

fast, it does not depend on a internet availability and it is easy to carry around. 

It also comes with an extra feature, you don’t need to sign up to an extra ser-

vice to use it.

Because stuff is digital, some people will assume they can always recover their 

data. I was surprised when one of the interviewees said she did not backup 

pictures from her cellphone because she believed the her mobile operator 

would be able to recover them anytime.

For most average Joe, the term Cloud computing is merely a synonymous for 

online storage.

In terms of authoring content, photos are still the most popular kind of media. 

Today it is widely available for people of all ages in acquirements ranging from 

cheap cell phone to professional DSLRs.

And finally, I found that older people are less inclined to favour digital posses-

sions instead of their physical counterparts.

5.2. Death
Everything must come to an end. Death, I believe, is just the term we came up 

to define our own expiration date. After reflecting for weeks, if not months, I 

have not come up across any argument good enough to convince me of the 

existence of something like the Soul, something that would make dying a spe-

cial event.

Right now, by the time I am writing this report, I am convinced that death is 

nothing more than the ceasing of our bodily functions. And the Soul, which a 

lot of people consider to be the key to Personal Identity, is nothing more than 

our Personality, and that will cease to exist with the death of our bodies.

With that said, I am convinced we do not fully believe we will die. Most sane 

people do acknowledge the fact that they are going to die, however, because 

coupling with our own mortality is something extremely difficult, we will usu-

ally put the idea aside pretty fast. I would compare this with how we are ca-

pable of ‘forgetting’ a constant noise of a heavy machine breaking the street 

outside in order to get a cognitive task done. The noise is there, you believe it 

is there, but in order to get our work done and avoid going crazy we ignore it.

Examining Ross’s hypothesis of the five stages of grief, In which someone, 

when faced with the reality of impending death he/she will experience a se-

ries of emotional stages(Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression and finally, Ac-

ceptance), I am inclined to believe that without the gradual loss our bodily 
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abilities, that is, the process of dying, we cannot really go further than the first 

emotional stage. A eternal cycle of reflecting upon our own deaths, just to 

conclude ‘not with me, or at least not today’. I believe the act on bequeathing 

memories can’t happen until someone reaches the later stages of grief. How-

ever, it is important to notice that to reach this stage one does not need to fully 

complete the cycle of life, that is, to die. Through near death experiences it is 

possible to perceive the fragility of life before the day of our very end.

5.3. Memories
Physical objects are a way to externalise our memories. They serve as cue to 

specific moments in our life. They also have an advantage over their digital 

counterpart, as they maybe imbued in a way that the physical aspect becomes 

an important part of what it is. Tracing a parallel to Plato, looking at physical 

objects push us connect with the Simple Forms, or Platonic Forms. Interest-

ingly, Plato believes that when we die, our souls move into the words where 

the Simple Dorms reside. If that holds true, looking at pictures of deceased 

loved ones could possibly connect our soul to their. Unfortunately, if Plato 

were alive he would probably say digital files are even less valuable than their 

physical counterparts, just a copy of a copy of a copy (do while). Putting phi-

losophy aside, the digital possessions were still characterized as less valuable 

by the people I have interviewed, they were characterized as something you 

can’t hug and not fully capable of transmitting emotions.

5.4. Bequeath, inherit and heirloom
Here a brief description of the relation between these terms: To bequeath 

means leaving something to someone else, usually through a will. A will is 

a legal document that contains instructions on what should be done with 

one’s money and properties upon their death. Inheriting, is the act of receiving 

(money, property, or a title) as an heir, named through a will, at the death of 

the previous holder. In the case of personal belonging like clothes, books, etc., 

Inheriting will many times happen without the existence of a legal document 

(will). And lastly, a heirloom is a valuable object that has been passed down 

through many generations of family members, usually some kind of antique 

or jewel.

5.4.1 Bequeathing in the context of this project
Even though ‘Patrimony ‘ is the most common thing that people will relate to 

when they hear the word bequeathing , there is another sense to it. The one 

about bequeathing your legacy, of trying to keep traces of your personality 

printed into physical of digital artifacts. And that, I believe, is the closest we 

can get to immortality. 

During my micro scope interviews, I noticed that people tend to leave to their 

heirs, objects that hold are tied to important part of their personality or history. 

Unfortunately, many time the history behind these objects is not know by the 

heirs and they end up cherishing these objects just because they were left by 

a loved one. I have not come across anyone that had consciously bequeathed 

digital memories, I did however, came across people that have dug on their 

loved ones digital possessions as a way to remember them once they were 

gone. 

5.5. Primary user
Finally as a conclusion from my research I created a persona for primary (tar-

get) user: Jane, the early accepter. Jane’s persona is based on the set of inter-

views I conducted during both my Macro and Micro scope interviews. A full 

description of the persona can be found at APPENDIX 1.
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6. GOALS AND WISHES
6.1. Goals
My goal within this project was to create a platform that enable people to 

bequeath their digital possessions. My personal interests relies on digital pos-

sessions that may tell something about their owner’s personality or history, for 

example, photos, videos, books and even songs. Digital possessions without 

traces of human interaction, like for example system logs, were not my focus 

in this project. 

This platform should take in consideration the safety of the stored content. It 

must be flexible enough to allows backing up content from physical devices 

(USB, HDs) and internet services (Social Networks and Cloud Storage Ser-

vices). The platform should also allow managing (delete/modify) of existing 

content. And Lastly, the platform it should be viable to produce using current 

existing , and easily accessible, technologies.

6.2. Wishes
If possible, I would like to offer limited content creation capabilities (audio) 

built-in the platform. I would like to augment the value of digital possessions 

stored in the platform and transmit the feeling that these memories can be 

hugged and that they are unique, and not merely digital copies.

7. IDEATION
7.1. Moodboard
Moodboard is a technic that uses drawing and collage to express the feeling 

around a product. It helps to understand the emotional relationship between 

users and a product (Corais).  Because my work space was not that big, in fact 

it was pretty small, I ended up having setting my Moodboard as the wallpaper 

of my Mac. In this way, I could always have it handy while working (See Figure 

2)

7.2. Alternative generation
To generate alternatives for this project, I have decided to make use of a Mor-

phological Box. A technic were combinations are created from different ele-

ments on a table. For my project I have decided to populate the table with real 

concepts based on existing technologies, as my goal was to design something 

that could be produced now (See Page 23).

7.2.1. Alternative 1
Output: Display; Input: Touch; I/O relationship: Connected; Base material: 

Metal; Power source: Plug; Storage: External (cloud) + internal; Size: Portable; 

Experience: >= Small group; Security: Password; Transfer: Cloud (Dedicated 

service)

A service to store and bequeath digital memories based on the location the 

memories were created. Within alternative 1, someone would go to website 

that would allow them to store photos, videos, etc., Organized by location and, 

upon their death, bequeath them to someone. The heir would them receive an 



Figure 2 - Moodboard
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invitation to install a mobile application which would allow them to unlock the 

stored memories by visiting the places they were created (See Figure 3).

7.2.2. Alternative 2
Output: Projection; Input: Tangible controllers; I/O relationship: Spit; Base ma-

terial: Metal; Power source: Plug; Storage: External (device); Size: Portable; Ex-

perience: >= Small group; Security: Password; Transfer: Cable.

A small device which could be used to safe hold small objects (necklaces, 

rings, letters, photos, etc.). Besides storing this objects, Alternative 2 should 

also display memories imbued in these artifacts enriching their value and 

making them act as memory tokens. To imbue memories in an object, some-

one just would just need to hookup Alternative 2 to a computer while having 

an object inside it (See Figure 4).

7.2.3. Alternative 3
Output: Display; Input: Mouse + Keyboard; I/O relationship: Spit; Base ma-

terial: Plastic; Power source: Plug; Storage: External (cloud); Size: Stationary; 

Experience: Personal; Security: Password; Transfer: Cloud (dedicated service)

A service that upon signing up would ask the account holder a series of ques-

tions spread during a certain interval of time. Question would be relevant to 

how and where the person lived, what where his goals in life and what mat-

tered most for him. The user would prompted to answers these question by 

text input and optionally by attaching related media files. Once bequeathed, 

the heir would be able to asks questions (in a web like interface) and if the 

service had the answer for that stored, the answer would be shown together 

with the relevant media files (See Figure 5).

8. PROTOTYPING
8.1. First iteration
As I wrote in my design brief, I wanted to conduct this process with a strong 

focus on prototyping and testing my ideas. After a week of work I was able to 

get all my three concepts prototyped in different levels of fidelity, just enough 

to had them tested. In this phase I decided to focus on the experience of the 

heir, that is the part who is receiving the memories as I believe this is the key 

part of the project.

For alternative 1, I decided to work with a paper prototype using the actual di-

mension of 16:9 tablet. Besides drawing the various screens of the app, I have 

also made a few cutouts of interface elements that would appear or change 

through user interaction.

For alternative 2, I used an old shoe box in which I fit inside and iPad and a 

Pico projector. The iPad was running MultiVid, an application developed by 

the Magician Marco Tempest which allowed me to exercise playback control 

functions on the iPad remotely through an Wi-fi network.

Lastly, for alternative 3, I ended up with the simplest of the prototypes. After 

explaining the concept, I would give people a few sheets of blank paper where 

they could write down questions. I would then get the sheets back and write 

down fictional answers and links to relevant media files.

Because the second alternative ended up being considerable bulkier to carry 

around then the other 2, I also decided to make a video of the concept to il-

lustrate how it would work. In this way I could get feedback from a bigger 

audience.
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8.2 Evaluation
To evaluate my ideas I invited a group of four persons, during a small focus 

group like sessions they had the opportunity to play out with the prototypes 

and tell me how they felt about them. The prototypes were evaluated in differ-

ent sessions, however, the participants were asked in the final session to com-

pare all the prototypes and pick the one that they liked more. To avoid biasing I 

tried to select people from different background, the group was composed by:

1. Marcos:  A 37 years old Interaction Designer. He likes indie rock and 

used to play guitar on a band for many years.

2. Anika:  A 35 years old Art Director. Anika works together with Marcos 

in a Design House in Göteborg.

3. Nelson:  A 64 years old chemical engineer and dad of two. When he is 

not working as an consultant, Nelson divides his spare time between 

teaching and writing.

4. Ana:  A 27 years old accountant, although, she likes to think of herself 

more of a hairdresser nowadays.

Besides these four people, I have also tried to show the prototypes in a very 

unstructured way to the biggest amount of people I could to just see how they 

felt about them. Although less scientific, I still got some important feedback 

by doing that.

8.2.1 Alternative 1
In general the idea of following the footsteps of someone was perceived as 

something nice, specially when that would allow you to compare the place the 

memories were captured many year ago and how they would look like many 

year from now. However, I perceived that the mobile app thing made the idea 

less appealing.

“I really like this idea. The map… It is really playful. I would definitely plan 

my future travels around it. However, I think you need to take care with the 

interface mood, I mean, you don’t want to end up with something morbid.” 

(Marcos)

“It is a good idea, but I think it is too commercial, it lacks physicality. When I 

look at it, I don’t think it was made for me.” (Anika)

“It would be nice for someone that travels a lot. I, however, have spent most of 

my life in single place.” (Nelson)

“I like the idea. I would be nice if I didn’t need to visit the places to unlock the 

memories. I mean, that may end up being pretty expensive.” (Ana)

8.2.2. Alternative 2
In general the concept was really welcome and easy to spot on. People ap-

preciated the simplicity and the straight forwardness of the interface and the 

linkage with physical objects.

“I really like the idea, I could see myself saving some of my shows in my guitar 

palette.  However, I’m worried about the size of the box. I have some T-shirts 

that I keep… I don’t think they would fit in this box.” (Marcos)

“It is really powerful because of the objects. I have this compass that my 

grandmother gave to me, I would love to know more about its history. I don’t 

think size would be a issue [in regards to Marcos comments].” (Anika)

“It tells the history of the objects. How are you going to differentiate between 

multiple objects? I mean, you can come up with some sort of structural analy-

sis but as the objects get older their structure and appearance may change 

causing their identity to be lost.” (Nelson)



Figure 3 - Prototype for alternative 1



Figure 4 -Prototype for alternative 2



Figure 5 - Prototype for alternative 3
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“I like it. I have a box where I keep my important things myself. However, I 

made this box myself, I don’t think I would go on a store and buy a ready-made 

box.” (Ana)

Besides the group feedback, I also perceived people were really careful when 

closing and opening the box itself. During the sessions of unstructured evalua-

tions, I was also questioned about how one would be able to share the memo-

ries inside the box with other people and how I could I guarantee the data 

integrity over the years.

8.2.3. Alternative 3
Even though it looked like a good idea, I perceived the concept of ‘asking ques-

tions’ to someone that has passed away was not as well received as the first 

two alternatives.

“I don’t know, it feels like the kind of thing someone with a hidden agenda 

would bequeath to his son.” (Marcos)

“Like the map concept I think it lacks materiality. I would like it more if I could 

listen to the person instead of reading words on a screen.” (Anika)

“You would need a big database of questions to make it interesting… this is a 

lot of typing [for the person bequeathing the memories].” (Nelson)

“I Like it, I am just worried about the fact that I need to know the right ques-

tions in order to have access to the memories. I suppose I would give up after 

while.” (Ana)

8.3. Second iteration
After the feedback I got during the previous week I moved to expand the pro-

totypes further. For alternative 1, I decided to invest my time on pushing some 

pixels(See Figure 8). My goal was to avoid an morbid feeling by moving in the 

direction of something adventurous that would invite the user to explore the 

world. For the second concept, I took my time to improve on the form factor 

of the box by playing around with the size of the compartments and the open-

ing and closing mechanism (See Figure 9). For the last alternative, I choose to 

move the concept a little bit away from its original starting point.

Looking back at my morphological box, I perceived that I did not had any op-

tion exploring a tangible output. That led to make alternative 3 into some sort 

of ‘book of answers’. One answer per page with related media on the following 

next pages. Related questions would be also listed and things like video could 

be viewed by following a simple QR code. With these changes I ended up with 

a more tangible  alternative without the need to ‘guess’ the right questions to 

access the memories. The user could either look in the in the index of answers 

of just pick a page at random (See Figure 10).

8.4. Alternative selection
To evaluate the second round of prototypes, I showcased my ideas to my 

classmates during a 40 minutes presentation. Mostly important, I have also 

got in contact again with Susan, the lady I interviewed during my research 

phase and that was herself preparing to bequeath her memories (See 3.2.3). 

Her opinion was really important and the main decision factor on which idea 

I would pursue further:

“I would like to  have this small box , that I could open and put my things... And 

this objects would have my memories. There are many things that happen in 

our life, but can I definitely tie back the most important ones to an object [...] 

I would make my box out of wood with the inner in red velvet.” Susan. April., 

2013.
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9. FINAL DESIGN
In this section is the full description for Instant, a platform to a bequeath digital 

memories through the use of small physical objects (tokens). The concept is 

composed of three parts, a web interface to discover and buy the product; the 

physical box where the user can store his physical and digital memories; and 

the user interface to browser these memories. The final design was conceived 

using an evolutionary (iterative) design approach. Using the methodology the 

focus changes from specifying the whole product beforehand to prototype as 

early as possible, rest and refine until a satisfactory result is obtained.

9.1. Context scenarios
9.1.1. Discovery and Purchase
Jane has been collecting memories in many forms, both digital and in the he 

form of small physical tokens, that she plans to bequeath to her daughter. 

Through a friend’s indication Jane ends up discovering Instant, a product that 

would allows her to bequeath both her digital and physical memories in a sin-

gle package. In the Instant website Jane can get to know more about how ‘In-

stant’ works and what kind of memories it supports. Jane decides the product 

fits her needs and decides to purchase one for herself: Jane initiates the pro-

cess by entering her full name, e-mail and by picking a password. She is then is 

guided to create a unique storage for her memories by selecting a appropriate 

size for the box, the base material and the inner finishing. In the next step she 

is prompted to input the details of her heir, although not mandatory, this infor-

mation would help to make sure the box ends up on the right hands in case of 

a eventual death. In the last step of the process Jane is able to confirm all the 

information and proceed to payment. Once the purchase is completed, Jane 

receives a confirmation on her e-mail with all the details of her order.

Figure 6 - Marcos testing alternative 1

Figure 7 - A compass given to Anika by her grandmother



Figure 8 - Pushing pixels for alternative 1



Figure 9 -Playing around with an ideal space for alternative 2



Figure 10 - Alternative 3 becomes a book
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9.1.2. Writing data from a computer
After watching the introductory video, Jane decide to try out the product for 

the first time. She pick a miniature bus she bought on her trip to London and 

decide to imbue her digital memories of that time in the token. Following the 

instructions on the video, Jane puts the bus on special compartment of the 

box, reserved to reading and writing content to objects. She than follow up to 

connect the box to her laptop using a usb cable provided in the package. There 

is no need to install any software, the object appear on Jane’s computer in the 

same way a thumb drive would work, something Jane is very familiar with. 

Jane easily pick the best pictures and videos from her trip using her preferred 

software and imbue them on the miniature bus by dragging and dropping the 

files to the storage unit. She is also able to delete and modify file inside the 

token in the same way.

Please consult APPENDIX 3 for other scenarios.

9.2. Service blueprint
Even though I did not conduct this project using a Service Design methodol-

ogy, when I looked carefully at my context scenarios I perceived that I needed 

to conceptualize how it would fit inside service, from discovery the product to 

bequeathing it to someone else. For more details, please consult APPENDIX 2.

9.3. Web interface design
The we interface was designed mainly to support the first context scenario 

(See Page 34). Through the website, a person could discover more about the 

product, what kind of memories he could bequeath in it and ultimately pur-

chase an unit. During the purchase process, the site would offer the buyer the 

possibility of configuring the appearance of his box, using different material 

and allowing the user to layout the box compartments. This allows each unit 

to be unique and reflect the personality of its owner.

The wireframes were designed using a ‘Mobile first’ approach.  In this ap-

proach mobile devices are prioritized against their desktop counterparts due 

to their screen size and less capabilities (Wroblewski). The complete wire-

frames of the website, consult APPENDIX 4

9.4. Hardware design
I started the design of the box by first illustrating the tasks involved in my con-

text scenarios in a diagram (See APPENDIX 6). From that I moved into sketch-

ing forms. The outcome was strongly influenced by the feedback from peer 

students and also from the thoughts on my tutor. The hardware was designed 

in modules to make easy to replace any broken parts (See page 37)

9.4.1 Storage module
Holds the storage compartments, the sides of the Read and Right (RW) com-

partment and the button to unlock the box. The size and external/internal 

material of the storage compartment maybe customized when buying the 

product through the web interface.

9.4.2. Cover module
Besides acting as a cover for the box, it also serves as an stand/charger for the 

remote control. On the bottom part of the cover, there is camera that, when 

the box is closed, sits above the RW compartment (See page 37). The cover 

opens in circular (clock wise)  that can be triggered by pushing the unlock but-

ton on the storage module.
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Product personalization wireframes
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9.4.3. Brain module
Inside the this module are kept all the electronics necessary to store and 

browse memories (a single board computer, a pressure sensor,  a pico projec-

tor, stereo speaker and solid state disk). The brain module also supplies energy 

to the remaining parts of the box.

On its external right side, there is a line-out and a mini-usb port. The line-out 

can be used to hook up the box to a external speaker or headphone. The usb 

port is used to both power the device and data transfer.

9.4.4. Remote control
When the box is closed, the remote control rest on the box cover levelled 

with it surface. When the box is opened, the remote is partially ejected in 

synchrony with the opening movement. The remote communicates with the 

brain module via Bluetooth, it is powered by a internal battery that is charged 

when the remote is laying on the cover. The remote can be used either on or 

outside the cover. It has basically two inputs, a two-step Enter button and the 

Navigation disk, a capacitive metal disk that can register circular movements.

9.5 Form prototype
Being a niche product, Instant was designed to be fabricated in small amounts 

through digital fabrication. For the prototype, I chose to 3D print it through a 

method called FDM(Fused Deposition Modeling), in this process a type of 

plastic called PLA (Polylactide), which is made from corn and is biodegrad-

able, is melted and extruded layer by layer following the shape and fill of a 3D 

object. The printer utilized supported a maximum dimension of 21cm x 21cm x 

25cm with a minimum layer height (resolution) of .012mm (half the thickness 

of a human hair), although, printing in such resolution can easily elevate the 

printing time and thus the final cost. Objects larger than the maximum dimen-

sion can still be printed, but must be sliced in separate pieces (Additive Edge).

When modeling a object for printing, one must keep the object ‘watertight’, 

that is, all the edges in the object must be shared between two faces. It maybe 

easier to think of it in these terms, if you were to fill the walls of your model 

with water, it should not have any leaks.  Objects should also be modelled with 

a minimum wall thickness of 1mm but it is possible to go as low as .5mm in 

certain cases. Also detail in the object smaller than .1mm will be completely 

lost in the final print and detail smaller than .8mm can sometimes be mud-

dled. Objects that have overhangs or angles greater than 45 degrees must be 

supported, as melting plastic cannot be placed midair. Support can be auto-

matically created by the printing software and breaks off from the object after 

printing. In the case of my model, I decided to slice the 3D model the into 

separate parts that need less or no support to save time and money.

Once the object is properly modelled, it must be exported as a STL file (stereo 

lithography file), and then imported into a G-code slicer. The G-code slicer 

converts a digital 3D model into printing instructions for your 3D printer. It 

cuts the model into horizontal layers, generates tool paths to fill them and 

calculates the amount of material to be extruded. These are sent to the printer 

along with other settings such as: speed, extrusion amount, temperature and 

support structures.

Once the model was fully printed and assembled the model was sandpapered 

and spray painted. The printing part of the process was done in partnership 

with Additive Edge, a startup company in Göteborg, Sweden, that aims to 

make 3D printing technology available to the general public.

See pages 40 and 41 for photo documentation of a few parts involved into the  

prototyping process
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Cover module

Remote: Enter button

Storage module

Camera

Pressure plate

Brain module

Remote: Nav. disk

Built in microphone
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Projector lens

Audio and USB port
Stereo speakers

Remote control: concealed

External material
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Unlock button

Remote control: ejected
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Storage compartment

Internal material
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9.6 Box Graphic User Interface
This is the interface that is displayed when the user connects the box on the 

plug. It is used to browse the memories inside the tokens and also configure 

the box many options. Please consult APPENDIX 5 for details.

9.7. Interactions modes
9.7.1. Installation mode
This mode is selected when the Box is connected to a computer via USB with-

out an object in the RW compartment. When activated, an storage unity will 

appear in the user operational system in the same way it happens when a 

thumb drive is plugged to a machine. Both the setup program and a digital 

version of the user manual are found in this driver.

9.7.2. Maintenance mode
To get in this mode a object must be placed in the RW compartment while the 

box is connected to a computer via USB. When activated, the token storage 

unity will appear in the user operational system. The user can than drag and 

drop files or modify the contents of a token using his preferred applications.

9.7.3 Configuration mode
This mode is activated when the box is turned on without being connected 

to a computer and no objects in the RW compartment. On this mode, the 

Box configuration UI is projected allowing the user to configure among other 

things the language, security level and retrieve the content from a lost token

9.7.4. Cherishing mode
This mode is activated when the box is turned on without being connected 

to a computer with a objects in the RW compartment. In this mode the user 

can see the memories associated with a object projected and browse through 

them using the remote control.

9.7.4.1. Browsing memories
Once in cherishing mode, the user can use the remote control to navigate 

the memories inside a token. Spinning the finger around the navigation disk 

moves between previous and next memories.  Pressing the Enter button opens 

a memory file (play a music, video, opens a text document, etc). Pressing and 

holding enter followed by spinning the disk counter-clockwise take the user 

back to the list of memories. And finally, Pressing and holding the enter button 

display the contextual options for a memory file. These gestures are illustrated 

on page 43.

9.8 How the modes work behind the scenes
When the user puts a object in the RW compartment, a scale with precision of 

1 gram (the pressure plate) is used to identify the object. Every time a object 

in successfully identified, a image is capture by the camera on the cover of the 

box. These image are used to help identify the object (Computer Vision) on 

subsequent attempts.  The process is illustrated on Figure 44.
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enter
(Press middle button)

NAVIGATION
(Rotate left or right on the disk)

options
(Press  and hold middle button)

BACK
(Middle button + Rotate left)

Browsing memories using the remote control:
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Different modes triggered on the presence of the box, a token and a computer:
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BALANCE

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

OBJECT

CAMERA
How the different modes work behind the scenes:
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10.0 USER SCENARIO The complete scenario is aviable on: https://vimeo.com/68016767

1. Jane decides to bequeath her memories.

4. She put her wedding ring in the box.

7. She copies some files into the ring.

2. She finds Instat Website. 3. She configures and buys an unit.

5. Plugs the supplied USB cable to the box... 6.  And conects it to her computer.

8. And later browse them with the remote. 9. The memories are projected and cherished.
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11.0 REFLECTIONS
I am quite satisfied with the concept I have come up with. I believe the idea of 

fusing digital and physical possession is something quite powerful. It definitely 

helps to make digital files unique and more cherishable. My concept allows 

people to bequeath digital and physical possession in a single product. It aug-

ments the value of digital possessions by imbuing them into physical objects, 

which translate into a greater sense of uniqueness and hugness. The physical 

objects are also enriched in this symbiotic relationship as the memories inside 

it may tell the history behind the object itself.

My concept was thought and designed for today, using today’s technologies. 

It is a niche product that would serve the purpose of a small amount of users. 

It would not in anyway suit people in terminal stages, and I believe it would 

have the experience compromised if used by people who do not see in physi-

cal object as vessels of memories. a concept with such a small user group 

would not be possible a few years ago, however, with the popularization of 

digital fabrication methods, like 3D printers and CNC machines, it could easily 

become a viable product for a small startup by the time I’m writing this report.

In fact, if I were to pick a single area of this project where I leartn the most as a 

Designer, I would definitely say Digital Fabrication. When I graduated from the 

B.Des. on 2007, 3D printing was unknown and inaccessible for most. A prod-

uct like this would probably be made by plastic injection and not affordable on 

small quantities. For me, this was the first time I went through the whole pro-

cess of sketching something to actually seeing it taking solid form. During the 

process I learnt a lot about 3D modeling and fabrication in general, specially 

on how to save material while keeping the structure strong enough to handle 

daily use. This knowledge came to me basically by trial and fail, at the cost of 

many days modeling and remodeling the same structure in different ways.

I believe it is also important to point out that dealing with the topic of death 

and reading a lot of philosophy texts on this area made me reflect about my 

own priorities in life. Unfortunately,  I have not come up across any argument 

good enough to convince me of the existence of something like the Soul, 

something that would make dying a special event. I am convinced that death 

is nothing more than the ceasing of our bodily functions. And the Soul, which 

a lot of people consider to be the key to Personal Identity, is nothing more than 

our Personality, and that will cease to exist with the death of our bodies. This 

should be a strong enough argument for me to live my life fully, however, I 

am aware that this is just a momentary enlightenment that will probably fade 

away in favor of more urgent daily topics.

 There are many things that could be improved or described in further de-

tails on this concept. Being honest with myself, I believe that doing my degree 

project while working as a full time Interaction Designer has definitely com-

promised the outcome of my project. It took me a while to accept my own 

limitations and the lack of proper working environment, like workshops on my 

university. I should point out however, that this has nothing to do with the 

gadget like flavor of the product. It was never my intention to change the world 

or the general public understanding of death. I guided this project focusing on 

the product aspects, and thus the outcome itself could only be a product. A 

clever product I would say, easy to use and that offers a experience that in not 

present anywhere else in the market. 

These last three years have been a great learning experience both as a de-

signer but also as a human being. I like to think that I am living Umeå better 

at both.
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APPENDIX 1
(PRIMARY PERSONA)



Jane, the early accepter

Jane is a 54 years old architect. Jane has been married with Bill 
since she was nineteen, since their daughter got married, they 
moved to a smaller apartment closer to Jane’s work: a small 
architecture bureau that she own in partnership with a school 
mate. Four year ago Jane went through something that would 
change her life dramatically: After working up until late to con-
clude a project, she was hit by a drunk driver while commut-
ing her way home. Spending a month fighting for her life in the 
emergency ward of a hospital, allowed Jane to perceived the 
fragility of life, to face her own mortality.

Once fully recovered Jane decided to spend less time running 
the rat race and more time doing what really mattered for her. 
She hired 3 young architects which allowed her to work only 
2 days per week. She decided to use her spare time to travel 
around the world together with Bill and her friends. The experi-
ence also made Jane reflect about her own relationship with 
her daughter: They did not spend a lot of time together. Dur-
ing the first sixteen years of her daughter’s life, Jane was really 
busy trying to keep her own company working and than when 
things got better her daughter left to start her own family.

During her trips, Jane takes lots of pictures using both her 
smartphone and her camera, she also keeps written records 
of her trips on a small diary. Every year Jane will print out the 
most important photos, she than writes down a little bit on the 
back of the picture, how her mom used to do, and put them in 

Age 54

Profession Architect

Computing

Grief stage Acceptance

“It is different [Digital], 
there is no feeling, it is 
not something you can 
hug.”

an album. She is saving these these memories together with a 
few small tokens she collected during her life to bequeath to 
her daughter. She is aware this won’t make time go back, but at 
least it will allow her daughter, and possibly future grandchil-
dren, to know more about her and how she lived her last years.

Technology wise, Jane is not a savvy, however, she is familiar 
with the basic operational system tasks, internet and her own 
tools of trade (AutoCad, Photoshop, etc.). She is not really into 
social networking because she is concerned about her privacy, 
however, sometime she will take a look at her Facebook, “just 
observe other people comings and goings.”

End goals: Bequeath her memories, both physical and digital to her daughter.

Experience goal: Build on top of the knowledge she already possess instead of pushing her to learn a new tool. Feel safe 
that her memories will not be lost.



APPENDIX 2
(SERVICE BLUEPRINT)
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APPENDIX 3
(CONTEXT SCENARIOS)



Scenario 2: First usage
After a few days Jane receives her Instant by post. She unwraps the package to find a box 
with the appearance she specified in the website. Inside the box she finds a small leaflet 
with basic instructions on how to setup the device and also all the necessary accessories. 
Jane is eager to turn on the device and decides to skip the leaflet, The device reveal itself 
pretty straight forward to setup, once the power cable is connected a simple interface is 
projected on the wall in front of the box. Jane turns the box to get a better image, she 
perceive it is a first time usage guide. By using the control on the box itself Jane is able to 
select the language of her preference and watch a short movie describing how to use the 
product.



Scenario 4: Swapping tokens
One day Jane decides to use the necklace she bought on brazil as adornment during a 
afternoon in the beach. Once in the beach she decides to go a bath, however, she forgets 
to remove the necklace. Once back home, Jane perceives she has lost the necklace. 
Fortunately, even though the token is gone the same cannot be said for the memories that 
were imbued on it. Following the instructions on the leaflet, Jane is able to place another 
physical token in the object and link it to the memories that were once contained in the 
necklace.



Scenario 5: Bequeathing
10 years after her acquiring the Instant Box, Jane is diagnosed with a malign tumor, 
according to the doctors she does not have much time left. Feeling weaker every day, Jane 
decides it is time to accept the inevitable. She call her daughter on the phone and asks her 
to drop by her place. When they meet, Jane tells her daughter about her condition; it is a 
long conversation. When her daughter is calm enough, Jane shows her the Instant box and 
ask her to have it. She tells her daughter that inside the box there are small tokens that she 
collected during her life, things that are important for her. She tells her daughter that that 
are many memories inside these objects that can be accessed using the box itself. Her 
daughter is curious and ask Jane if she could show her how it works. Jane opens the box, 
among a dozen of items laying there, she picks an old photography of her daughter 8th 
birthday. She moves the photo to a special section of the box and closes the box. A 
projection of an old movie starts being displayed on the wall. After spending afternoon 
seeing the memories together with her mom, Jane's daughter leaves taking the box with 
her.



Scenario 6: Lost and found
A few years after acquiring the Instant box Jane suffers a fatal stroke. One week after his 
spouse death, bill finds the Instant box. He inspects the box and finds a tag under its 
bottom. It describes that if found the box should be delivered to Jane's daughter, it also 
contains her contact details. Bill call hers daughter and deliver the box personally. If bill 
were not to found the box, her daughter would receive an condolence e-mail after a 
month. It would describe Jane's final wish of bequeathing her memories. It would also 
explain about instant and give the actual directions to find the box.
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Thank you for choosing Instant!
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need to leave,  your progress is constantly being saved. In 
other words, you will restart from the point you left.
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Object compartment
Width: 10cm
Depth: 10 cm

Box details: Preview:

Width:

10 cm

Length:

20cm

Depth:

10 cm

Inner divisions:

None

Digital storage:

Eternal material:

Plywood

Internal material

Plywood

Estimated price:

€ 42.98
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Acrylic Aluminium Glass Leather

Stainless Steel Plastic Plywood Wood

Estimated price:

€ 42.98
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Reading / Writing
compartment

Click an area to edit it. 
Drag to move the 
canvas.
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Reading / Writing
compartment

Width:

10 cm

Length:

10 cm
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Drag with mouse to rotate.

10 cm

10 cm

20 cm

Box details: Preview:

Estimated price:

€ 47.98

Width:

10 cm

Length:

20cm

Depth:

10 cm

Inner divisions:

Two

Digital storage:

Eternal material:

Plywood

Internal material

Plywood
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Absolute disk storage: 
If you know how much disk storage you need you
can just specify it right now.

Amount: Unit

Gb

Amount of content 
Optionally, you can indicate an approximate amount 
of files you need to store and let us take care of the
rest.

Photos:

Songs:

Videos:

Documents:
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Heir's name:

Heir's e-mail

Retype your heir's e-mail:

Spokesperson's name:

Spokesperson's e-mail:

Retype your Spokesperson's e-mail:

Your heir's details: Optional spokesperson: ??
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Pay

Payment method:

Ship address:

Ship method

DIGITAL STORAGE: 40 Gb

10 cm

10 cm

20 cm

Payment details: Your final box design:

Total:

€ 47.98

Plywood

Plywood
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Your payment was successful!
It A receipt of your transaction was sent to 
youremail@domain.com. Now just wait a little bit and
your box is gonna be in your mail in a instant ;)

Back to home Sign in

















APPENDIX 5
(BOX USER INTERFACE)



System
startup

Select 
language

Show
content 

list

Display
content

Record
Audio

Record
Audio

Video
tutorial

Instant 
settings

Delete
content

USB
detected

?

First
startup

?

Token
detected

?

Mount
Token's 

Disk

App
installed

?

Mount
Instant's

Disk

Send
Keep alive

msg

Install
Instant

App

Token
detected

?



MEMORIES

Your father getting drunk
25 years ago



Play all memories

Record an audio message

Erase memory

father getting drunk
ars ago



00:00 00:00

















APPENDIX 6
(DESKTOP USER INTERFACE)









APPENDIX 7
(EXTRA GOODIES)



Getting user feedback on the web UI



Getting user feedback on the web UI



First functional prototype



Better box, better projection




